
Art Vocabulary

Year

Group

Collage Digital Media Drawing Painting Printing Sculpture

EYFS scissors, glue, glue

stick, glue spreader,

sticky tape, paper,

card

iPad, camera, picture pencil, crayon, felt tip

pen, line

paint, paint brush,

water pot

print play dough, rolling pin,

cookie cutter, join,

change, build

Year 1 * collage, PVA glue, sort,

arrange, materials,

tear, torn

digital media,

photography,

photographer, photo,

photograph, image,

capture, print,

viewpoint

drawing, tripod grip,

orientation, 4 box

scale, shading, shade,

linear, hatching,

observe, HB pencil, 3B

pencil, 3H pencil

painting, painter,

brush stroke, poster

paint, canvas, portrait,

landscape, primary

colour, red, blue,

yellow, colour circle

printing, printer,

sponge, repeating,

overlapping, shape,

press, stamp, pattern

sculpture, sculptor,

mould, roll, pinch,

shape, dough

Year 2 * apply, select, layer

(materials), mix

(materials) overlap,

texture, rough,

smooth, cracked,

patterned, plain,

simple

programme, tool,

texture, effect,

settings, flash, zoom,

brightness, upload

hand placement, wrist

placement, pressure,

hatching,

cross-hatching,

stippling, facial

feature, proportion

hand placement, mix,

add, secondary colour,

purple, green, orange,

black, white, colour

wheel, paint palette,

tint, shade, Pointillism,

stipple

mimic, environment,

roll, rub, chalk, pastel,

oil pastel

cut, carve, modelling

tool, technique, straw,

card, line, texture,

salt dough

Year 3 * striking effect,

coiling, overlapping

digital tools, mood,

emotion, feeling, filter

laid position,

movement, 5 box

scale, pencil hardness,

pencil density, 6H, 6B,

sketch, sketch lightly,

proportionate

application,

watercolour paint,

colourwash,

background,

foreground, detail,

effective, grey,

experiment, warm

colour, cool colour

printing block, layer

(colours)

sculpt, combine,

recognisable form,

net, solid, clay,

modelling clay

Year 4 * precise, tessellation,

geometric shape,

video, visual, sound,

record, recorded,

tone, light, shadow,

accurate, realistic

control, tone, mood replicate, observe,

natural, built

convey, expression,

body position,

malleable



arrangement, montage,

superimpose

recording, present,

software

Year 5 * mosaic, ceramic, tile

cutter, tile, glue, grout

lens, lenses, video,

telescope, binoculars,

digital collage

tonal shading,

gradient, smudging,

tonal effect,

reflection, direction

of sunlight, detail

vary/varied, quality,

tertiary colour,

vermilion

(red/orange),

amber (yellow/orange),

chartreuse

(yellow/green),

teal (blue/green),

violet (blue/purple),

magenta (red/purple,)

enhance, colour

palette

build up, fine detail,

printing ink, printing

ink roller, inking tray,

polystyrene

tactile, life-like,

real-life

Year 6 * combination, visually

striking

enhance, edit, editing,

digital information,

sound, animation, still

images

depict, perspective,

realistic,

impressionistic,

stylised

personal style, oil

paint, acrylic paint,

quality

individual style, screen

printing, silkscreen,

frame, squeegee

provoke,

interpretation,

abstract, frameworks,

wire, wire cutters,

mould, stability, form

*All Year

Groups

artist, artwork, piece, artistic style, create, sketchbook, technique, Faith Ringgold, Kehinde Wiley, Georges Seurat, Vincent van Gogh, Georgia

O'Keeffe, Leonardo da Vinci, Banksy, David Hockney, Andy Warhol


